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 GEOMETRY IN FLATLAND.

 GEOMETRY IN FLATLAND.

 AN inhabitant of Flatland would not be in the same position with regard to

 elementary geometry as a three-dimensioned being. He could only use super-

 position for figures of the same aspect. I have not met with any discussion

 of the way in which he would prove, say, Euc. I. 5; the following seems

 complicated, but at least it shews that the scope of the usual assumption as to

 superposition can be made narrower.

 The list of theorems that do not depend on the case of superposition in

 which a figure has to be taken out of its plane includes the following--cases

 of I. 4 and 26, I. 13-17, 27-30, 32-41, 43, 47, and the theorems of Book II.

 The following are excluded-cases of I. 4 and 26, I. 5-8, 18-21, 24, 25, 48-

 we are to prove them by other means.

 The constructions of I. 9, 11, 12, 46 are not available, but those of I. 1, 2,

 3, 10, 22, 23, 31, 42, 44, 45 may be used. Though we cannot bisect an angle,

 it is clear that any angle must have a bisector, and only one. The following

 may be given as a proof:

 If the angle BAC has no bisector, any line drawn through A between AB

 and AC divides it into unequal parts. Suppose AX to be that line, for

 A A

 which BAX exceeds XAC but by the least possible difference, and A Y that

 A A

 for which YA C exceeds BAY but by the least possible difference.

 A A A

 Then twice BAX > BAX+XA > BAG,

 A A A

 and twice BAY< BA Y+ YAC< BAG,

 A A

 so that BAY < BAX.

 A A

 Draw a line AZ between AX and AY, then if BAZ>ZAC the excess

 A A A A A A

 <BAX- XA , and if BAZ <ZAC the defect < YAC- BA Y, which is con-

 trary to the supposition.

 Hence the angle BAC must have a bisector.

 The fundamental assumption in this proof is that any angle, however

 small, can be divided into parts.

 By taking BA C to be a flat angle we have as a corollary that at any point

 in any straight line there is a perpendicular.

 Through any external point a parallel to this passes. Thus there is one

 perpendicular (and only one) to any given straight line from any point,

 whether in it or outside it.

 Now let AB be any finite straight line, AD, B

 BC perpendiculars to it at A, B whose lengths

 are equal to AB. The figure ABCD is a paral-

 lelogram (I. 33), and in fact a square. On alny

 straight line there are two squares, one on each

 side, but these are equal in area (I. 36), and thus

 the "area of the square on a straight line" is Q

 an unambiguous expression. Similarly for a A p D

 rectangle.

 Thus though we may not construct perpen-

 diculars and squares, we may, for the purpose of

 provin'g theorems, suppose them drawn, since

 they certainly exist.

 (A) Let ABC be a triangle in which AB=AC. C

 Suppose AD to be the bisector of the angle A.

 Then shall AD bisect BC at right angles.

 Let BP, CQ be the perpendiculars from B, C to AD. Cut off AD= AB

 or AC.

 241
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 The triangles BAD, )D C are congruent, so that BD-

 Hence 2AP . AD= =AB2 + AD2 - BD2

 = AC2 + AD2 - CD2

 =2AQ. AD.

 The triangles BAD, )D C are congruent, so that BD-

 Hence 2AP . AD= =AB2 + AD2 - BD2

 = AC2 + AD2 - CD2

 =2AQ. AD.

 :DC. :DC.

 (II. 12 or 13) (II. 12 or 13)

 Hence AP=-AQ (I. 34 and 40).

 Hence BP= QC (I. 47).

 Since AP=AQ, P and Q coincide, and thus the proposition is proved.

 It follows that the perpendicular from A to B(C bisects the angle A and

 the line BC, and that the median front A bisects the angle A and is perpen-

 dicular to BC.

 (B) Now let EFG, HFG be two triangles on opposite sides of FG, having

 EF=HF and the angles EFG, GFH equal. Then shall the triangles be

 equal in all respects.

 ^E ~ ~~ Draw EH cutting FG, produced if need be, in

 R. By (A), FG bisects EH at right angles.

 Hence EG= -f (I. 47).

 /Since EGH is isosceles GR bisects the angle

 AEGH. Hence the angles EGF, FGH are equal.

 F RG The third angles are equal (I. 32) and tlhe

 \ R / v areas (I. 38).

 The second (symmetrical) case of I. 4, and

 I. 5. follow at once from this. I. 5 could also be

 deduced from (A) and I. 32.

 For I. 8 in the symmetrical case put the bases

 H together and use I. 5. In the congruent case

 compare the triangles with a symmetrical one.

 In the symmetrical case of I. 26, which includes I. 6, compare the triangles

 with a third, made symmetrical with one of them by I. 23 and 3.

 A. C. DIXON.
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 A. C. DIXON.

 MATHEMATICAL NOTE.

 119. [I. 13. b. a; 17. c.]

 Rule for finding the number of quarts not greater than a given number

 N (a quart being a number which cannot be expressed as the sum of one,

 two, or three squares).

 1. Express N in the binary scale, and let its digits, commencing with the

 unit-digit, be ao, al, a, a3, etc. (Of course each a is either 0 or 1.)

 2. In this expression for N note sequences of three l's; but only count

 such sequences of three -as end with the unit-digit, or with a digit an even

 number of places from the unit-digit. Let /3 be the number of these

 sequences.

 3. Then the number of quarts not exceeding NV will be

 3 (+ (a3+ a+a7 + a")+2 (a4 +a a +...)+ 4(a + -a+ ...)

 +8(aG + as+...)+ etc.

 Examples of the Rule.

 Ex. 1. To find the number of quarts not exceeding 125.

 125=1111101 binary, and there are two sequences as marked. Hence the

 number of quarts is

 2+(1 + )+2(1 +1)+4-1 -'1= 20.
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